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Brothers Edward and Ridley Carins farm 1000 acres in 

Northumberland comprising a large arable enterprise, 170 suckler 

cows and 750 ewes split between two farms at Ponteland and Wark. 

As well as tending their own farms they also undertake contracting work 

that includes combining, drilling and crimping or dry rolling grain using 

a Korte 1000, purchased from Kelvin Cave, for which they have both 

crimping and high output fluted rollers for dry grain and pulses.

Last year, which proved to be one of the worst harvests on record, a late 

season opportunity arose that Edward Carins just couldn’t ignore when 

he was asked by a local grain merchant if anything could be done to 

salvage some wheat which had chitted and was at 40% moisture. 

Edward immediately consulted Michael Carpenter, his local Kelvin Cave 

representative for some advice. Michael’s view was that the wheat 

could be salvaged and Edward purchased sufficient to feed his finishing 

cattle throughout the winter, which was then crimped and ensiled using 

Stabilizer NC at 8ltrs/tonne. Edward has also repeated this process on 

several other farms in the surrounding area.

All progeny from the suckler herd, which consists mainly Simmental and 

Limousin cross cows, are finished on farm with store cattle sometimes 

being bought in. Finished stock is sold either liveweight at Hexham or 

deadweight to ABP York or Scotbeef. 

The herd had normally been fed on a dry cereal diet, as contracting 

commitments at harvest made crimping their own cereals difficult, but 

with the unexpected abundance of crimped wheat now available, Michael 

Carpenter formulated a beef diet comprising: 

3.7kg crimped wheat 

1.4 kg beans

0.7kg oats

0.7kg barley

1kg big bale silage 

0.5 kg barley straw

100 grams intensive crimped beef mineral* 

60 grams limestone flour*

20 grams biocell yeast*        

   *supplied by Kelvin Cave

The cattle have settled well onto the diet. On this ration the animals are on 

course to achieve their target liveweight gain of around 1.4kg/day. Even 

with the addition of a high quality mineral and live yeast to improve rumen 

efficiency, the cost per kilo liveweight gain is little more than £0.65. 

This is just one of the successes we had in less than ideal harvesting 

conditions that demonstrated how simple crimp based diets can be one of 

the most cost effective ways of finishing cattle. Having seen just what can 

be achieved with a poor quality wheat crop Edward Carins is looking at 

his schedule to make time to crimp for himself in 2009 – maybe in better 

weather conditions!

Further advice on the benefits of crimping in all weathers can be obtained 

from Kelvin Cave Limited, telephone 01458 252281.
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Edward Carins with part of his herd
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